
Midnight Century 2015 

A Ride Report from an RO’s Perspective 

Let me be the first to say nothing actually beats riding in an Audax event, 

the freedom of riding the open roads with like-minded people is magic and 

allows one to traverse from reality if only for a short time (ok 10 hours on a 

bike is not a short time but you get the jist). 

I myself consider to not being experienced when it comes to being an RO, 

there are many more experienced ones out there in our region but I like to 

think that having ridden a few rides since first joining the club back in 

November 2010 and riding (ironically the Midnight Century) I have gained 

a greater understanding of the role and what riders want and need. 

This was to be my second Midnight Century as RO and can say 

unequivocally my best one for a few reasons: 

1. Anyone’s first is always fraught with errors, omissions and regrets so 

second time round it should be better otherwise you shouldn’t be doing 

it. 

2. ALL the riders that registered where the only riders to attend. No ‘on 

the night’ registrations which last year created anxt, frustration and a 

departure from my plans which I was uncomfortable with. It meant a 

late start which in my view is not fair on those riders that took the 

time and effort to preregister and follow pre ride requests.  

3. Having Mr Midnight Century participate himself. Many over the 

years will have rocked up to see the friendly and very well organised 

Dino at the start, checking lights, issuing brevets and cue sheets etc 

etc…..well this time he got to ride it for the first time since the change 

of the millennium, that’s right the year 2000.  

4. Our first time Midnight Centurions and new Audax members 

Gwennie, Annette and James, welcome aboard guys and enjoy the ride. 

5. Our not so new Audax members Phil Rowley, George Row and Peter 

Jenkins who enjoyed an earlier start for a few reasons (let it be noted 

all safety orientated) to begin at 11pm. 

6. The return of Sandy Vigar to Audax in a support role at Forest Hill 

and it was great to see Sandy again doing what she does so very well. 



The weather provided all participants with chance of showers and 

thunderstorms. The BOM radar had a sprinkling of reds & yellows around 

the place with one in particular near Kilcoy tracking in a south easterly 

direction of some concern, our plans was for it to dissipate before reaching 

us….fingers crossed. 

The pre ride brief completed, all bikes and rider’s safety checks done, 

administration in order off they went where the passing road, flashing red 

lights of the rider in front and the surrounding glows of civilisation would 

be their home for the next 6 to 9 hours. 

My son Ethan, who accompanied me last year again joined me. Last year 

obviously was an enjoyable experience for him and just like last year after 

arriving at Brother’s and beginning to set up we uncovered water where it 

should not be. Yep as sure as the sun rises each day we had a water leak in 

the back of the support vehicle. We eventually located the source, both eskies 

had lost their drain plugs and with melting ice the resulting product it had 

to go somewhere, all over our gear and bedding. Thankfully it was a rental 

unlike last year where it was my nice new car. 

All plugged up we were on the road to Forest Hill to meet up with Sandy. A 

quick stop at MacDonald’s Yamanto to get a drink and some quality 

sustenance to get through the night before we farewelled Ipswich. 

This year it took us longer to catch up with the ‘arriere du peloton’ reaching 

them approaching Rosewood. Messrs Peter G, Chris & Anthony C, James N 

and Mesdames Deidre would be in that group. I wonder if Peter would take the 

wrong road this year as he neared his infamous sighting locale of last year, 

if you want to know what he saw just ask him.  

Not much further down the road groupetto two (in reverse order) was spotted, 

our in car entertainment was guessing who we were approaching. Quite 

obviously I was going to win, I mean fathers only play games with their 

sons when they know they’ll win otherwise what’s the point. This group 

would be three riders strong being Annette on her first Audax ride who was 

riding with Andrew B as her navigator (bad mistake that one) and Mr 

Midnight Century himself on Frez in close proximity.   



Just a little up the way groupetto three of Luis, Greg, Grant & Eric powering 

along quite well with Grandchester just around the corner to test their legs 

and up the heart rate. 

Quite a bit along was the power pack of Liz, Gwennie, Rosie, David, Anne 

and newly inducted PBP Ancein Nick. These guys were on a mission 

presenting as being very well organised and riding very quick indeed.  

Ethan and I hit Grandchester and still no signs of our trio of early starters, 

the old stalwarts of Phil, Peter and George certainly had made a good start. 

Down the other side of Grandchester meant they had ticked this off their list 

and once into Laidley with still no sighting conversation surfaced of them 

reaching CP1 before us. We knew Sandy was not arriving there until 

1:15am, could they be there before anyone?? A right turn once in Laidley 

revealed three flashing lights and it wasn’t the police. It was our leading 

pack. A quick check on their wellbeing before leaving them for Forest Hill. 

Our arrival at Forest Hill was a little different to last year, Sandy had 

arrived and was in total control having already filled the tables with food 

which for the record included the infamous zucchini slice. Within the park 

confines were the “beginnings of a beginning”. What I hear you say, let me 

explain….there was the erected frame for an outdoor gazebo, a decorated 

wedding arch and various other wedding bliss with decorations attached here 

and there. So there you have it, the beginnings of a wedding taking shape 

for the beginning of a journey for two….”the beginning of a beginning”. 

 

Not to undone Phil & George took the opportunity for their bikes to become 

forever road partners, let’s hope for no squeaky bits at the after party!!!! 



Our audience also included one of several green tree frogs, this particular one 

was so tame he’d hop onto your hand or arm and stay although a passing 

insect was just too tempting. 

Refreshed and filled Phil, George and Peter set off for Fernvale but not before 

the 203 stopped their progress temporarily. Over the course of the next 30 

minutes all riders safely checked in and checked out with the morning 

sunrise over Wivenhoe Dam the next highlight. 

I had arranged for a small cup of instant coffee to take with me for use at 

Fernvale upon rider request but half way across the way I remembered it and 

where I had left it, oh well, tea will just have to do. 

Ethan and I calculated 4.00am arrival for the fast moving Team PBP of 

Nick, Liz, Gwennie, Anne, Rosie and David and we were on the money 

arriving at 3.50am. We had arrived some 30 minutes prior and were still 

setting up when they arrived but kept in company by a dog that had gotten 

loose somewhere somehow….initial concerns for the obvious but it turned out 

to be a sook more than 

anything. 

By now the daylight was 

taking over from night 

revealing a foggy start to the 

day which was welcomed by all, 

this would give riders more time 

out of what was forecast to be a 

hot and steamy day. 

A warm pumpkin soup was the 

lead dish with accompaniments 

including tea, cakes, biscuits, 

chips, fruit and chocolate milk 

providing the necessary sustenance for the final 55kms back to Brother’s. 

Peter J was eyeing a top 10 finish making a break from his ride companions 

arriving some 5 minutes before them.  

George’s earlier disc brake issue appeared resolved if not 100% at least to a 

level that allowed him to keep going. 



Annette was in good spirits when she arrived, obviously Andrew was kept in 

control and had not led her astray and Dino and Frez were reminded what 

one feels like at 100kms. 

Chris, Anthony and Deidre just looked like they were having a ball, I have 

never seen so many smiling faces after 100kms let alone having started at 

midnight and obviously being sleep deprived. They were infectious with their 

smiles. 

And so the riders came and went leaving our final clean up and packing all 

that had to be done. Our water containers were emptied as we needed no more 

spills or leaks before Ipswich. 

We arrived safely back at Brothers to a now warming sun and with arrival 

times of riders estimated we took the time to get some shut eye. 

                                                     

For Ethan a monumental job he 

did helping out. He loved it last 

year and loved it again this year. 

His thoughts already turning to 

being an RO so I can ride next 

year….not sure that’ll be the case 

but love his thinking none the 

same. Perhaps an Audax 50 on the 

horizon. 

For me a quick lay down in the back of the support vehicle before being 

interrupted by Team PBP at 6:40….hang on....it’s only half of them and it’s 

the girls….Anne, Rosie and Liz had arrived 5 minutes before Nick, Gwennie 

and David.  Great effort to all six of you and given their actual moving time 

would have been sub 6 hours makes it more impressive…Rosie certainly 

knew she had done the full 100 mile but kudos for hanging in there. 

The supply of leftover food and drinks certainly helped replenish lost energy 

and allowed time to sit, relax and recall the rides favoured moments. 



Nick and David enjoy time out of 

the sun at Brothers after smashing 

the course in sub 6 hours (moving 

time). A great effort with Liz, 

Anne, Gwennie and Rosie.  

  

 

 

What a great effort by these lads, 

Grant, Luis, Greg & Eric. Rode the 

whole way together and from post 

ride feedback enjoyed themselves 

thoroughly. The Coominya dog 

visited them right on cue, it 

happens to us all lads, just gotta 

ride quicker. 

  

 James and Annette, new Audax 

members along with seasoned 

veteran Andrew. Even more 

impressive is they didn’t do too 

many extra kms having Andrew 

as their navigator and they also 

witnessed the now infamous 

Coominya mongrel dog. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

And perhaps the fitting moment to close out this year’s Midnight Century 

and eluded to earlier in this report was Mr midnight Century himself 

completing his first one in 15 years and for the first time ever being awarded 

the finishers patch. I am sure this will rest proudly alongside his many 

Oppy, YRR’s, GT medallions etc etc that he has. 

 

To Ethan and Sandy, thanks guys for your help on the night, without your 

help it would be near impossible to hold the event. 

To the riders themselves, you guys and gals were great to host a really great 

bunch to accommodate.  

Therefore sayonara, au revoir, good bye and see you all again in 2016 for 

what I plan to be a different Midnight Century. 


